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Take a Bite! 
Masseria’s Bar Menu Brings One More Reason to Take it Outside 

 
Why do the simplest Italian farm fresh ingredients – such as velvety smooth mozzarella, briny olives, ripe 
tomatoes, and sharp pecorino – taste so sublime? Each morsel takes on the flavor from where it was formed or 
made, but mostly it has something to do with where you are enjoying them. Savoring the bar bites and hand 
crafted cocktails at Masseria is like taking a trip to a multi-thousand acre family farm and winery overlooking 
the vast green pastures of Italy. Masseria, the new metro-modern relaxed Italian restaurant by chef Nicholas 
Stefanelli, is a small oasis that welcomes all -- from quick stop-and-go diners, to those who wish to make an 
evening of it at the bar. 
 
Masseria’s bar menu offerings are deliciously authentic and daily made so you can think globally, but eat 
locally. A few tantalizing options include: Arancini  Rice Fritters with Veal Ragu, Provolone, and Parmesan Cream 
- Polpettine  Meatballs composed of Veal and Pork, Sugo Finto, and Parmiggiano - Calamari with Radicchio, 
Cherry Peppers, and Spicy Saffron Emulsion - Testa di Gamberi, Crispy Prawn Heads with Masseria Spicy XO 
Sauce, and Parsley.  A selection of Formaggi is always in demand, and you can taste the apparent freshness as 
all varieties are delivered directly to the restaurant the morning of service.  
  
Snack alfresco style and sip on bubbly while lounging at one of the plush low-slung couches surrounding the 
illuminated stone fire pits that warm the chill in the air. Get closer to the bustling dining area, either under the 
Pergola or in the main room, and scurry up to the marble topped bar. Everything about Masseria, even if in 
small bites, evokes the Italian roots of chef Stefanelli and the many influences his relatives bestowed on him. 
 

Courtyard Lounge Hours of Operation: 
*During warmer months 

Tuesday – Thursday: 5:30pm-11:00pm 
Friday: 5:00pm-12:00am 

Saturday: 3:00pm-12:00am (now open at 3pm!) 
Sunday-Monday: Closed 

 
For more information: 
Simone Rathlé – 703.534.8100 
president | simoneink, llc 
simone@simonesez.com 
simoneink.com | @simoneink 
 
 
 


